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The geocoronal H α cascade component determined
from geocoronal H β intensity measurements
F. L. Roesler1, E. J. Mierkiewicz2, and S. M. Nossal1
1Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin, USA, 2Department of Physical Sciences,
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Daytona Beach, Florida, USA
Abstract Geocoronal H α and H β intensity measurements using the Wisconsin H α Mapper Fabry-Perot
are used to determine the intensity of the H α cascade component. From basic atomic physics and the
work of Meier (1995), we show that the total cascade in geocoronal H α emission is 0.52 ± 0.03 times the
geocoronal H β intensity, I(H β), for solar Lyman series excitation of geocoronal hydrogen. The results are
consistent with the H α cascade measurements of Mierkiewicz et al. (2012), which were determined directly
from the analysis of H α line proﬁle measurements, and signiﬁcantly narrow the range of uncertainty in the
cascade measurement. Accounting for cascade is essential in determining exospheric effective temperatures
and dynamics from the shape of the geocoronal H α line.
1. Introduction
The ﬁrst measurements of geocoronal Balmer alpha (H α) and Balmer beta (H β) at high enough resolving
power to separate galactic and terrestrial contributions were made by Reynolds et al. [1973] using a scanning
150mm aperture Fabry-Perot spectrometer of very low sensitivity by modern standards. Since then,
improvements in Fabry-Perot spectroscopy, particularly the advent of Fabry-Perot (FP)/charge-coupled
device (CCD) annular summing in which a highly sensitive charge-coupled device (CCD) camera is used to
image multiple annular Fabry-Perot (FP) ring elements [Coakley et al., 1996], have increased sensitivities by
more than 2 orders of magnitude. Furthermore, accurate calibration sources have been established [Scherb,
1981;Madsen and Reynolds, 2005]. The advances led to the development of the highly sensitiveWisconsin H α
Mapper (WHAM) facility [Haffner et al., 2003] that is capable of making high-precision measurements of
very faint night-sky emission lines. We have made near-simultaneous intensity measurements of geocoronal
H α and H β with WHAM while targeting look directions that minimize galactic background contamination.
The results are discussed below in the context of determining the cascade contribution to the geocoronal
H α line proﬁle and intensity.
The ﬁrst published discussion of the effect of cascade on the geocoronal H α emission line proﬁle appears to
be in a paper by Chamberlain [1987], in which he points out that measurements of H β intensities would
provide ameasurement of a cascade component that might explain the small red wing enhancement seen in
H α line proﬁles by Yelle and Roesler [1985]. The cascade contribution to H α was examined byMeier [1995] in
his study of the effect of solar Lyman series line proﬁles and intensities on geocoronal hydrogen excitation
rates. Nossal et al. [1998] used the Pine Bluff, Wisconsin Fabry-Perot with the photomultiplier replaced with a
CCD, converting it to an annular summing spectrometer, to make high-resolution measurements of
geocoronal H α line proﬁles. The proﬁles were ﬁt with two clusters of lines, one for the components from
direct solar excitation to n= 3 and another for the components from cascade with relative intensities from
Meier’s study [Meier, 1995]. Results in rough agreement with Meier’s prediction of about 7% cascade were
obtained. Meier later revised his estimate to 4.5% (R. R. Meier, private communication, 1998) based on new
solar Lyman series intensities by Warren et al. [1998].
Mierkiewicz [2002] rebuilt the Pine Bluff Fabry-Perot to optimize it for the FP/CCD technique at a resolving
power of 80,000 [Mierkiewicz et al., 2006] and obtained an extensive data set of well-calibrated H α line
proﬁles. WHAM maps of galactic H α background intensities and velocity distributions [Haffner et al., 2003]
were used to select look directions that minimized distortions of the geocoronal line proﬁles due to galactic
contamination. The result for the cascade component to H α was 5± 3%, where the error range is
predominantly data scatter [Mierkiewicz et al., 2012].
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Accounting for the cascade excitation is
important for the isolation of possible
dynamical signatures in the line proﬁle
[Yelle and Roesler, 1985], the retrieval of the
exospheric effective temperature
[Mierkiewicz et al., 2012; Nossal et al., 1998],
the reduction in uncertainties in the
hydrogen column emission intensity used
in forward modeling retrievals of
geophysical parameters [Bishop et al., 2004],
and the improved accuracy of climatology
comparisons [Nossal et al., 2008].
2. H β Intensity and H α Cascade
Geocoronal H β arises predominantly from
solar Lyman gamma (Ly γ) excitation to
the n= 4 levels of geocoronal hydrogen
(Figure 1). From the ground state of H, only
the 42P levels are excited by direct solar
radiation. These decay partly to the 22S
levels producing the H β line. Other decay
channels are to the 32S and 32D levels,
giving rise to the Paschen alpha line. The 32S and 32D levels subsequently can decay only to the 22P levels,
producing the cascade components of H α; thus, the cascade rate is equal to the Paschen alpha rate.
Referring to Figure 1, the lines marked P1 and P2 are the 4p-3s Paschen transitions; P3, P4, and P5 are
the 4p-3d Paschen transitions; and H β1 and H β2 are the 4p-2s transitions, giving rise to H β, which
we measure. In terms of the transition probabilities Aki (upper level k to lower level i) from Table B for
hydrogen in the NBS tables of atomic transition probabilities [Wiese et al., 1966], the cascade rate for H α is
Aki(4p-3s) + Aki(4p-3d) = 3.065 × 10
6 s1 + 3.475 × 105 s1, and the H β rate is Aki (4p-2s) = 9.67 × 10
6 s1.
The H α cascade component relative to H β is thus
Aki P1þ P2ð Þ þ Aki P3þ P4þ P5ð Þ½  =Aki H β1 þ H β2ð Þ ¼ 0:353 (1)
This gives a cascade contribution to H α of I(cascade) = 0.353 I(H β), for intensities measured in photon
emission rates such as rayleighs:
1 R ¼ 10
6
4π
photons s1cm2sr1
 
The relative intensities and positions of the cascade components were addressed byMeier [1995] (Table 3 and
Figure 9 therein) and by Nossal et al. [1998] (Figures 2 and 3 therein). In accord with their work, the calculation
here shows that 90% of the cascade goes into components 7 and 3: that is Aki (P1 + P2)/(Aki (P1 + P2) + Aki
(P3 + P4+ P5)) = 0.90. Components 7 and 3 are distributed in a 2:1 intensity ratio. Thus, 60% of the cascade
appears in component 7, that is, more than a full width at half maximum to the red of the center of gravity of
the directly excited H α line. Thus, cascade can readily account for the measured red wing enhancement of
H α emission as observed by Yelle and Roesler [1985], Nossal et al. [1998], and Mierkiewicz et al. [2012].
(Line component positions are indicated in Figure 3 below).
3. Adjustment for Cascade From N> 4
While most of the cascade in geocoronal H α is that calculated above from n = 4 alone, there is an
additional cascade from solar excitation to the P levels for n> 4. Meier [1995] has calculated the
Figure 1. Hydrogen energy level diagram. The directly excited H β
and H α transitions are indicated with blue and red lines, respec-
tively. The Paschen transitions are marked with Ps. The H α emission
components are numbered. Components 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 are the
cascade components; components 2 and 4 are from direct solar
excitation. (H α line component positions are indicated in Figure 3).
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cascade contribution to the 32S and 32D parent states for H α from all higher quantum numbers using
branching ratios and measured solar excitation rates. Meier’s calculated cascade contributions can be
used to estimate a better value for the total cascade contribution to I(H α) based on the actual
measurement of I(H β).
Reading values for the product of the excitation g factors and the total branching ratios from Figure 7
in Meier’s [1995] paper, we determine a value proportional to 1.85 × 108 s1 for cascade to 32S and
0.21 × 108 s1 for cascade to 32D from Ly γ excitation to 42P. For the sum of cascades to n=3 from all
levels n= 4 and higher, we determine a value proportional to 2.70 × 108 s1 to 32S and 0.28 × 108 s1 to
32D. The cascade from n = 4 is thus a fraction (1.85 + 0.21)/(2.70 + 0.28) = 0.69 of the total cascade to n= 3.
This yields an improved H α cascade intensity of (0.353/0.69) I(H β) = 0.51 I(H β), where I(H β) is the
measured H β intensity.
Revised data provided by Meier [private communication, 1998] based on the Warren et al. [1998] solar
Lyman line measurements show an excitation g factor for n= 3 the same as in his 1995 paper, while the
revised g factor for n= 4 is lower by a factor 0.63. This is the main reason for the reduction in Meier’s
calculation for the H α cascade: 7.1%× 0.63 = 4.5%. We have repeated the above calculation for
estimating the cascade from n> 4 using Meier’s revised data, assuming excitation g factors for n> 10,
with ratios the same as the average of those he provided for n= 4 through n= 10. The fraction of
cascade from all n> 4 relative to cascade from n = 4 is found to have a value of 0.673. This yields a factor
0.53 for the fraction of the measured H β intensity that gives the H α cascade component. Two small
factors are not included in determining our results: the 32P-22S cascade of about 0.1% of the H α
intensity [Meier, private communication, 1998] and the cascade component of a few percent in the H β
intensity [Meier, 1995]. Provisionally, we adopt the value for the H α cascade intensity of 0.52 ± 0.03 I(H β), with
the error estimate chosen to bracket both calculated values and any H β cascade.
Note that for the cascade from n> 4, 90% goes to 32S and 10% goes to 32D, similar to the ratio
found above for the 4–3 transitions: thus, the cascade relative intensities to n = 2 are unchanged
when the additional cascade from n> 4 to 32S and 32D is included. We again ﬁnd that the red wing
component 7 has 60% of the cascade intensity into H α, thus giving component 7 a total cascade
intensity of 0.31 I(H β).
We adopt these cascade results as good working values pending reﬁned modeling and more
observations. As Meier pointed out in the conclusions to his 1995 paper, it is not known how Lyman
series line center ﬂuxes vary with solar activity, and the effects of multiple scattering of the Lyman
series lines in a realistic hydrogen atmosphere were not included in his work. Meier’s [1995] work was
based on solar Lyman line measurements made in 1962 at low solar activity. Our H α and H β
measurements shown in Figure 2 were made during solar minimum in 2008, while the cascade
determinations from line proﬁles of Mierkiewicz et al. [2012] were made using data from 2000 during
solar maximum. We conclude from the nominal agreement of these different methods of cascade
measurement that the cascade fraction of the H α intensity is not strongly dependent on solar cycle
phase. However, the uncertainty in determining cascade from the proﬁles [Mierkiewicz et al., 2006, 2012]
is larger than the determination from simultaneous H α and H βmeasurements, as described in section 5
below. Measurements of the behavior of H α and H β over a solar cycle can be expected to lead to more
accurate determination for cascade. This will also provide information about the relative solar cycle
variation of solar Lyman series line center ﬂuxes.
4. H α and H β Intensity Measurements
Figure 2 illustrates near-coincident observations of the H α and H β column emission intensity taken by
the Wisconsin H αMapper (WHAM) Fabry-Perot on the nights of 2 February, 6 March, and 10 March 2008.
The WHAM instrument is a double-etalon annular summing Fabry-Perot interferometer coupled to a
pointing and tracking siderostat, then located at the Kitt Peak, AZ, observatory [Haffner et al., 2003;
Mierkiewicz et al., 2006]. The observations used in this study were taken pointed toward regions of the
sky with low-galactic hydrogen emission. Observations were made alternating between H α and H β.
Calibration of the H α line was tied to a 1° patch of the North American Nebula with intensity 800 R ± 10%
[Haffner et al., 2003]. The H β intensity calibration for the same patch of the North American Nebula is
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157 R ± 10% and is that used by Madsen
and Reynolds [2005]. The H α/H β ratio is
well determined (G. J. Madsen, private
communication, 2013), with the
absolute uncertainty determined by
the absolute uncertainty in the original
H α calibration.
5. Cascade Determinations
From Data
In Figure 2, intensities are shown on a
log scale so the behavior of both lines,
along with their excellent precision,
can be clearly seen even though
geocoronal H α intensities are roughly
10 times brighter than H β intensities.
Highlighted on the ﬁgure, for the
purpose of illustrating the point of this
paper, are intensity values for shadow
altitudes of 2000 km and 5000 km
premidnight and postmidnight.
For example, at 2000 km shadow
altitude premidnight, I(H α) = 4.17 R
and I(H β) = 0.39 R. Following the above
procedure, H α cascade is 0.52 I (H β) = 0.20 R. In relative terms as used by Meier [1995], Nossal et al. [1998],
and Mierkiewicz et al. [2012] in their studies, that becomes 4.8% of I(H α). This is consistent with the value
of 5 ± 3% determined by Mierkiewicz et al. [2012] from H α line proﬁle measurements and with Meier’s
revised value of 4.5%. As noted above, 60% of the cascade intensity is in the red wing component 7; thus,
its intensity is 0.12 R, or 2.9% of the total intensity determined for H α, an amount readily detected in
modern high-resolution H α line proﬁle measurements. (Note:WHAMhas insufﬁcient resolving power tomeasure
proﬁle details). Other values on Figure 2 are determined in a similar way.
In Figure 2, note that the behavior with shadow altitude for H α and H β is different, with H α falling less rapidly
with increasing shadow altitude than H β: this is expected because multiple scattering in geocoronal
hydrogen for Lyman β (Ly β) is greater than for Ly γ. Thus, there is a trend for the cascade to become a smaller
fraction of the H α intensity at larger shadow altitudes. The resulting change in cascade contribution with
shadow altitude is not obvious in cascade determination from line proﬁles because of the rather large
uncertainty [Mierkiewicz et al., 2006]. Lyman excitation for n> 4 will also vary with shadow height. The effect
of multiple scattering was not considered in Meier’s calculation.
Finally, in Figures 3a and 3b, we present a model line proﬁle for the H α line using well-determined
effective temperature measurements for geocoronal hydrogen [Mierkiewicz et al., 2012] and the
cascade results based on H α and H β intensity measurements from this paper (the effective temperature
is that determined by Gaussian ﬁtting to the observed line proﬁles which are not strictly Gaussian).
The model proﬁle is based on an effective temperature of ~800 K (6 km/s full width at half maximum)
and a cascade emission that is 5% of the total emission. These conditions are typical for shadow
heights of 1000 km in the March time frame [Mierkiewicz et al., 2012]. The directly excited emissions are
those labeled 2 and 4, and the cascade emission is along ﬁne-structure paths 1,3,5,6, and 7. In Figure 3b,
the ordinate is changed to facilitate seeing the cascade emission contributions more clearly. The
centroid positions of the ﬁne-structure components are included on the top of the plot with zero at
the location of component 4. Note that components 7 and 3 contain 90% of the cascade and that
components 1, 5, and 6 are too faint to be easily seen on these ﬁgures (see Nossal et al. [1998] for
more details). The majority of the cascade-excited emission is on the red wing of the line proﬁle as
illustrated in Figures 3a and b.
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Figure 2. Observations of the H α and H β intensities taken by the
Wisconsin H α Mapper Fabry-Perot on the nights of 9 February, 6 March,
and 10 March 2008. The log of the intensities in rayleighs is plotted versus
shadow altitude, because the H α intensity is roughly 10 times brighter
than the H β intensity for a given shadow altitude. Sample cascade calcu-
lations are shown using H α and H β intensity values for shadow altitudes
of 2000 km and 5000 km premidnight and post midnight, as marked by
the large red and blue crosses. Note the expected downward trend in the
relative cascade emission with increasing shadow altitude.
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6. Conclusions
This paper conclusively demonstrates the
occurrence of cascade excitation in
geocoronal H α emission and provides a
method independent of line proﬁle
measurements for determining H α
cascade. Using atomic transition
probabilities and the calculations by
Meier of the contributions for cascade
from n≥ 4, we determine the H α cascade
intensity from the measured H β
intensity. The values of the H α cascade
emission calculated here from H β are
within the values measured using line
proﬁle ﬁtting by Mierkiewicz et al. [2012]
and signiﬁcantly narrow the range of
uncertainty in the cascade measurement.
There is insigniﬁcant error in the factor of
0.353 determined from quantum
mechanics in section 2, but the
adjustment factor found in section 3
depends on ratios of the measured solar
Lyman lines for n> 4. We expect ratios to
have higher accuracy than the absolute
intensities and have used the ratios both
from Meier’s original and revised works
to estimate the provisional factor and
uncertainty used to determine H α
cascade. We believe that our work
advances the cascade issue signiﬁcantly
and opens pathways to future advances
in modeling and observational studies
related to geocoronal hydrogen.
Accounting for cascade is essential for
accurate retrieval of the exospheric
effective temperature determined
from the Doppler width of the proﬁle.
Neglect of cascade can lead to
overestimates of the retrieved
exospheric effective temperature by as
much as 100–200 K [Nossal et al., 1997,
1998]. The cascade contribution was included in the ﬁts to the Mierkiewicz et al.’s [2012] line proﬁle
measurements that demonstrated a semiannual variation in the exospheric effective temperature
near the exobase.
In a search for line proﬁle features peculiar to exospheric dynamics [see for example, Bishop and Chamberlain,
1987], inclusion of the cascade-excited H α emission is crucial for the accurate analysis of the H α line proﬁle.
Signatures of excitation mechanisms, such as charged particle excitation [see for example, Bishop et al., 2001],
that would excite all ﬁne-structure components in intensity ratios distinct from solar excitation, would most
easily be detected as wing enhancement, predominantly on the red side of the proﬁle, because of the
enhancement they would produce in components 1, 5, 6, and 7 [see for example, Series, 1957]. Cascade, if
very well determined from H α and H β intensity measurements, can be subtracted from precise proﬁle
measurements to improve the possibility of extracting dynamical information beyond effective temperatures
from the proﬁles. Our measurements [Mierkiewicz et al., 2012; Yelle and Roesler, 1985] suggest that at
Figure 3. (a) A model line proﬁle for the H α line that uses an effective
temperature of ~800K (6km/s full width at half maximum) and a cas-
cade emission that is 5% of the total emission (see text for more details).
The directly excited emissions are those labeled 2 and 4. The cascade
emission is along ﬁne-structure paths 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7. Note that compo-
nents 7 and 3 contain 90% of the cascade and that components 1, 5, and 6
are too faint to be easily seen on these ﬁgures. This ﬁgure illustrates that
the majority of the cascade-excited emission is on the red wing of the line
proﬁle. The centroid positions of the ﬁne-structure components are
included on the top of the plot with zero at the location of component 4.
(b) Same as Figure 3a except that the ordinate has been expanded to
more clearly show the cascade-excited emission ﬁne structure.
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midlatitudes, excitation, other than solar Lyman line excitation and cascade, is very small; any presencemight
be falsely interpreted as small effective temperature changes.
In addition to cascade, serious analysis challenges to interpretation of line proﬁles come from the ubiquitous
galactic H α and H β background and faint airglow lines [Haffner et al., 2003;Madsen and Reynolds, 2005; Hausen
et al., 2002]. In combination, these features obfuscate the extraction of physics from geocoronal H α line proﬁle
measurements. However, much progress has been made in understanding and accounting for background
sources of emission. With the application of highly sensitive and precise instrumentation used in carefully
designed observational programs at good observing sites, further progress can be anticipated in this area.
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